
NEW UPDATES TO OUR COVID PROTOCOL… PLEASE READ!!! 

 

 

Hello our family and friends! 

 

We have some new up updates about our COVID protocol. We are still open and caring for your 

pets, and for that to continue, we need to keep all Doctors and staff safe. 

 

Updated Curbside Protocol: This is for all appointments, drop offs, medication pick up, sample 

drop off, etc. 

 

When you arrive in our parking lot please remain in your vehicle. Call us at 908-234-0650, and 

a member of our team will come to your car and bring in your pet.  

 

All doctor communication will take place over the phone or outside at a safe distance, including 

physical exam findings, diagnostics, and treatment recommendations. 

 

Following examination, +/- treatments, your pet will be safely returned to you with any 

medications prescribed, and an itemized receipt will be emailed to you.  We are running our 

payments over the phone once the agreed upon services are completed.  

 

Hospital is to be entered ONLY by Doctors and staff at this time. 

 

If you need medication for your pet and it is an on-going medication, we ask that you purchase 

this from our online pharmacy. Almost all medications can be purchased on there including flea, 

tick and heartworm prevention.  

 

Clients who are currently ill (Sneezing, coughing, running a fever, experiencing shortness of 

breath), have been exposed to COVID-19, or have traveled outside of the country in the past 2 

weeks are kindly being asked to postpone any routine visits and procedures on their pets until 

deemed appropriate. 

 

Until restrictions are lifted, the above will remain. 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us. Please understand that these 

measures are in place to protect all who enter this facility and insure our ability to continue to 

provide the best of care to your pets throughout the duration of this crisis Thank you for your 

patience and support as we navigate this crisis – and for helping us keep each other safe! 


